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BIOLA HOUR HIGHLIGHTS
ISSUE NO. 6
FEA1URING :MAY, 1976 rvIESSAGES

D TIMOTHY 2:15
By: Dr. Al Sanders
of decades ago, God greatly used two men of faith: Dr. Reuben Archer
dMr. C. M. Alexander. 'Ihe former was the evangelist, the latter the
director. In their city-wide crusades they took as their theme
y 2: 15, "Study to shew thyself approved unto God, a workman who needeth not
amed, rightly dividing the Word of truth." 'Ihey would write this verse of
on their letters. 'Ihey would use it as the slogan of their campaigns.
d greet one another with the saying, "II Timothy 2:15." Huge posters were
with this on it. Never would a telegram be sent without it being included.
everyone was well aware of that theme, "Study to shew thyself approved Wlto
orkman who needeth not to be ashamed, rightly dividing the Word of truth."
positive watchword for Biola's 68th anniversary year.
f all the earnest entreaty suggests, "Study to shew thyself approved."

I
well-known educator recently declare that here in our coWltry only five
of the people actually think, and about ten percent think they think, and
5 percent of these individuals would rather die than have to think. He may
t. TI1e A. C. Nielson Company, which is the largest research firm giving an
f the 1V viewing and listening habits of the American population, has dethat the average adult spends 3.7 hours a day watching television. No
~ find a real lack of appreciation for That which is moral and upright,
r111g the quality of the medium's product.

earnest exhortation is, "Study to shew thyself
an be translated, "Bend your every effort; put
ss there may be certain things we will have to
ings.and yet they aren't the best. Sud1 things
soc1al engagements, perhaps even activities of
of that necessary fellowship you must have in

approved." 'Ihe thought of
everything else aside."
set aside. 'Ihey may not be
as television, radio, magayour church if they stand in
the study of the Word of God.

ov~rlook ~he giving of diligence, the bending of every effort to the applica-

. die Scripture to our own hearts day by day. 'Ihe gifted violinist Paderwski
eth' "If I ~ss
.
practice for two days, my family knows it. If I go three
out practice the audience knows it." 111at's quite a point, which should
';Gt~?~ie pers?nal question, "How long has it been since I really studied the
0
By this I mean taking the time, perhaps a half hour a day, just to
·
art and re~d a portion of Scripture, asking the Holy Spirit to apply it to our
ory s;i Thi~ d?esn't mean reading through a Psalm hurriedly as if in some per'
tualistic manner. 'Ihe real need is a zealous, earnest study.

~oab~ut study, let's make it practical. 'Ihere are several letters which
dyph:b·that are not only very expressive but also may help us to develop
its. They are, P.Q.R.S.T., and they offer the basic rules for per-

sonal study of God's Word. Interestingly enough, most of them are the bas·
modern tedmiques of speed reading. "P" stands for the word "Preview." T
your study of the Scripture. Go over a chapter, or even a book of the Bib(
rapidly. Take a short epistle like Philippians which would lend itself wei~
purpose. Preview or scan it. In such a perusal you' 11 gain an overall ide
what's. inside. Then, let 0e "Q". stand for. "Question." l)egin ~king yours:
''What is the purpose of this portion of Scripture? To whom was it written? 1
was it placed here?" Use a notebook to jot down ideas. They will always iead
other helpful thoughts. The "R" means to "Re-read." In the quietness of YOU .
place selected for private devotions, and this may require getting up a litu!
earlier, go over the selected portion more slowly and meditatively. Ask the S
of God especially to illlill1ine your heart. The "S" we will let stand for the
"State." Put down what you have learned in your own words. State what you be
this portion of Scripture is teaching, and more particularly what you've lea
from it. Here again, your own notebook will be invaluable. "T" is for "Test'
self. Begin to probe, ''What did I learn from this passage? How has it enri
life? Is it possible to apply some of the things for myself that have come as
result of the study?" These are the five cardinal rules of study. Follow th'
simple formula and you will find it greatly used of the Spirit of God to chaU
and enrich your life for the Lord.
What marvelous discoveries await us. This all comes as a result of meditating
the Word of God. This calls for a continual investigation of the Word of God
such a way that actually the Word of God investigates us. Are we really inte
in finding out what God's Word has to say to us for these perilous times? It
thrilling when someone digs out a nugget for us, but are we really interested
finding similar precious truths for ourselves?
Years ago the followers of Socrates exposed the view that to be successful a
should simply lmow himself. In all actuality, such a philosophy for life would
really only bring torment and frustration. What we need to know is the Word of
and our Savior, the Lord Jesus Christ. We need to be able to say with the apos
Paul, "I lmow whom I have believed, and am persuaded that He is able to keep
which I have connnitted unto Him against that day."
There are also five important avenues of Bible study which follow in a progress
quite naturally. First is the word "hearing." This is the first element of Bi
study. The Word of God says, "Faith cometh by hearing, and hearing by the Word
God" (Romans 10:17). Next is "reading." In I Timothy 4:13 the apostle Paul
minded his younger brother in the Lord, "Till I come, give attendance to read'
We need to read the Word of God continually. It is always a good practice to
through the Bible at least once a year. It isn't so much a case of just going
through the Bible, but rather it's valuable for our spiritual growth when we le
the Bible go through us. The application is the thing which is most significan
Then there is "study." Again, II Timothy 2: 15 urges us, "Study to shew thyself
approved unto God, a workman who needeth not to be ashamed, rightly dividing th
Word of truth." Next we have "memorize." Psalm ll9: ll testifies, "Thy word ha
hid in mine heart, that I might not sin against Thee." This verse teaches us
the way to keep from yielding to temptation is to keep the Word of God treasur:
away in our hearts. We must fill our minds with that which is practiced and Vl
Lastly, for practical Bible study, consider the practice of "meditation." We
should have our minds dwelling continually upon the things of God's Word.
Joshua 1:8 gives the beautiful exhortation of the Lord to His faithful servant
old, ''This book of the law shall not depart out of thy mouth. But thou shalt
meditate therein day and night, that thou mayest observe to do according to. all
is written therein." It is said of the truly contented individual that, "His
2

in the law of the Lord, and in His law doth he me di tate day and night."
b come approved unto God? Webster says that approval is "Examination
e ~ceptabili ty." For the born again believer we know that our sins have
e ~udged on Jesus Christ. That means no man can rob us of our eternal
0 { is forever secure.
But we sh~ll ~tand before
judgment seat.of
1
rliis
time it won't be a case of Judging for salvation, but rather JUdgervice. "Every man's work shall be made manifest." Just what are we
in our lifetime?

tJ:e

to mind the apostle Paul's words, "I therefore so run not as uncertainly,
not as one who beateth the air, but I keep under my body and bring it
ection, lest that by any means, ~hen_ I have preached to others, I myself
cast aHay or disapproved" (I Corinthians 9: 26, 27). When we get through
life it isn't going to be how much time we spent working at church or at
Christian operation, as good and as worthwhile as that may be. It isn't
ristian books we read or even how many people we talked to about the
main responsibility is our own individual relationship and communion
Lord Jesus Oirist. Study to make yourself worthy of God's approval.
ovcd means to be tested by trials. In II Corinthians 13:5 we are told to
yoursc lf, whether ye be in the faith; prove your own se 1ves." This means
the \ ·ord of God in order to determine your relationship to the Lord Jesus
The Bible has something to say on this important truth of approval. In
21 we arc told, "For if our heart condemn us not, then have we confidence
• " TI1is is why we need to keep short accounts with the Lord. This means
ncy in our prayer life for real spiritual growth. As a believer there is
confess those sins which have come into our lives. If we bring these
ions to Him, God is faithful and just to forgive us our sins and to
from all unrighteousness. David spoke truthfully in saying, "If I requity in my heart (that is, if I allow some sin to remain unconfessed),
ill not hear me." He meant that virtually speaking his prayers would be
This is what we mean by the fact that obedience to the Word and approval
hand in hand.

d idea is that we are to be workmen who need not to be ashamed. Are you
to God for that which He has done? Too often selfish pride will sweep
This, of course, is wrong. Pride is a damaging sin with which Satan so
empts us. We need to apply ourselves to the study of God's Word so that
be w?rkmen and that includes preachers, businessmen, housewives, students,
, engineers, whatever your field of endeavor, so that we might be workmen
t who need not to be ashamed.
mistake, work is necessary. We must exercise, or put into practice, what
observed and learned. This is why at Biola we not only have all of the
class:oom studies, but also every student has what we call a Christian ser.:;,rtl!I11 ty. They have the privilege of going into Sunday schools, churches,
/!ion~, stree~ teams, hospital visitation, or whatever the student's
of erv~ce c:rrid interest he or she may have. In this way he has the opporputtrng into practice the things he has learned.

0

~~a~ns leading surgeons, Sir William H. Ogilvie, in talking about heart
of e rcu:kly stated, "The chief cause of heart disease is actually due to

e ~~rcise." Wl:ile he was referring to a physical situation, we might
pro at he ~ad ~n mind. "TI1e chief cause of spiritual heart disease is a
r p~r application and rightful exercise of that which we have learned."
00 5 , a well-lmown minister of the Gospel, made· this pertinent suggestion,
3

"Don't pray for tasks equal to your power, but rather ask the Lord for P°"T
to your tasks." Isn't it a fact that too often we' re ready to get by With
bare essentials; with just the minimum requirement. Think what could happe·
really let the Lord have His way. We attempt to work for God up to the li ·__
incompetency rather than earnestly expecting that we can serve up to t he 1~·
God's ollll1ipotency.
1
1

!11

We should be workmen who will not need to be ashamed. This word "ashamed"
nowhere else in the New Testament. It means that we might not have any emba
ment for faulty workmanship. Those who are unskilled, lIDfaithful, or are ·
lazy will be made to blush when they appear before the judgment seat of Ch~i
should serve the Lord in such a manner th~t we might be workme1! who won 't ha
blush. To be sure, there are those who will come before and will be fi lled
embarrassment. Here is a Sunday school teacher who has been extremely busy
week. She has had some tremendous responsibilities in the home as we ll as 0 .
activities. Saturday comes and she realizes that she is going to have to p
for her class the next day. There just isn't enough time. She's tired . It
been an unbelievable schedule with a hectic time. So, looking at her quarter
and scanning the Bible portion, which fortunately was familiar, she writes d
few notes. She begins to yawn and it's getting late. She should be ab le to
through the class. "That's good enough for those kids." It may be that she
fake it through the half hour lesson, but the fact is, it isn't good enough
We are called to be workmen who will need not to be ashamed. Look at Jeremiah1
48: 10, "Cursed be he who doeth the work of the Lord negligently."
Realize that there is absolutely no limit to that which we can do, just so loni
we don't care who gets the credit for it. God wants to do His work through us
There are some very interesting statistics concerning how much work the avera,
does. He has about 12 ,000 days in his lifetime which are given to employment
age 21 to 65. Those 12,000 days amount to some 77,000 hours. What are they
the potential more than half million hours during that same period. 77 ,000 h
of work out of 561,000 available hours. As a further example, let's say you'
years of age. That means you have about 5 ,000 days left, or some 36 ,000 hours
It's been cut down a great deal, hasn't it? If, however, you're 60 years of
your time is even less with about 1,300 days left, which would make somewhere
9,000 hours. That's not many out of your original potential of 561,000 hours .
question comes then, "Just how much am I working for God? Am I using my time
bring spiritual profit to the glory of our Lord Jesus Christ?" Listen, s ervi
without sacrifice or study without sacrifice will ultimately prove to be shame
In Webster's dictionary we find that "shame" is "a painful emotion, exci ted by
consciousness of guilt, shortcoming, or impropriety." It means workmen becaus
your life won't stand the test.
The third and final aspect of this verse found in II Timothy 2:15 urges us to
rightly the word of truth. As it is phrased doesn't mean that there are some
tions of the Word which are truth and others which are error. It isn't a case
putting a verse here on this side and the next verse on the other side. The wo:
"rightly dividing" actually appear nowhere else in Scripture. They mean ever '.
ing a straight path through the Word of God. The picture is of driving a strai
furrow so that there will not be any mistake or misunderstanding. As this is s
in the original, it will catch one's fancy for this verse teaches a truth taken
from farming with straight rows being ploughed. Our spiritual vision mus t alw
be fixed solidly upon the Lord Jesus Christ. He is truly the only frame of
reference for life. Only in this way can your life cut straight furrows for G
We need to be looking unto Jesus, the Author and Finisher of our faith.
Dividing is basically the major purpose of teaching.
4

We need to give out

Word unmixed. Too many confuse law with grace ; the church with the
thJer sWlar errors. The old preacher had it right when he said, ''What
0 d is not good mixers , but good separators , those who are ab le to
eerd of truth so that others may see and believe." To rightly divide
"~e scripture accurately; to expm.md it soundly, so that others may knc:M
·eve Not only is this "rightly dividing" important, but notice the
1 n the word of truth!
We don't hear much about truth today. It is too
re's so much error in the world today. Webster tells us that truth is
caifo:rms to fact or reality. It isn' t erroneous or inaccurate. The
declared "I am the truth ; believe me." Who can you believe today? In
ou put yo~r trust? Without question, you can believe the Lord and trust
e 14 of the second chapter of II Timothy.

Here we see those who are

rth words that have no profit but are rather designed t .o the subverting
• Then, verse 16, we are told to shun profane and vain babblings because
ase unto more l.lllgodliness. Right between in the middle of these negative
are urged to study to shew ourselves approved l.lllto God, rightly dividing
of truth. This should be our entire purpose. We need to be able to judge
by the Word of God. The Word of God is our final authority. What is it

you cling?
is in the dark of night mentally, spiritually, morally; in every sense.
alking toward a certain precipice. It is our responsibility to rightly
o cut a straight furrow, to go down the line on the truth, with our eyes
ixed upon the Lord Jesus Christ. The purpose is that those who know not
or may see Him, whom to know aright is life eternal. Jesus said, "I am the
• no man cometh unto the Father but by Me."

V!t. Sa.n.deM

~

Ho.td

of; the Biota. HoU!l.
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SERVICE ABOVE SELF

By: Dr. Al Sanders
Frequently we hear people lamenting for some experience of "the good old days
1hey certainly aren'f what they used to be, and probably never really were. •
how distance always seems to lend enchantment to the view. 1he older we get 1
ing back on these even ts , the more appealing they appear.
'
1

Many Oi.ristian writers properly are decrying the moral, political, economical
spiritual decay. One of my favorite quotations states, "1he children now love
luxury. They have bad manners, contempt for authority, they show disrespect f1
their elders, and love chatter in place of exercise. They no longer rise when
their elders enter the room. They contradict their parents, chatter before o
gobble up food at the table, cross their legs, and tyranize their teachers."
Actually, these words were written by Socrates more than two thousand years ago
The truth of our times is probably summarized in the corrnnents of a leading juri
in Montana. Judge Lester H. Lob le declares, ''Ninety-seven percent of our ymmg
people today are as good as those of any generation, but the three percent who
hoodlums are worse." Certainly our young people are better educated, better in
fanned, and have a far broader outlook on life. With 90 percent of all of the
scientists who ever lived having been a part of this generation, it has given a
wonderful opportllllity to grow mentally. The problem is that we live in a socie
where the whole philosophy seems to be to satisfy self. In theology this is kn
as "hedonism." It is the concept that pleasure is the soul or chief good in li
and that moral duty is fulfilled in the gratification of pleasure-seeking inst·
and dispositions. Hedonism is sin and is characteristic of those who live only
pleasure.
In the Word of God the constant emphasis is upon the fact that the true believe
will want to serve others and not just gratify himself. This is exemplified in
Philippians where the apostle Paul, under the inspiration of the Holy Spirit?
writes, "Look not every man on his own things" (that is, his own selfish desires
"but look every man also on the things (or the needs) of others." The idea of
serving someone else is a paradox, opposite to all human nature. People general
just aren't interested in this approach. Too often we as God's children becoJOO
caught up in the secularistic and materialistic philosophy of the world system.
Contentment is a basic desire for which everyone strives. The truth of the mat
is, however, that if you want to be miserable, think as much as possible about
self, about what you want, what you like, what respect you think people ought to
you. It is when we forget ourselves that we do those lasting things people re d
There is a need to serve first of all in our own homes. Our children don't nee
more things; they need active demonstration of more love. We should, as parents
be able to take the time to listen to them; to really corrnnunicate together.

6

see moral standards of today rapidly changing and deteriorating, yet we
A philosophy
tllclares anything is all right so long as it works is that which will tear
vel)' moral fiber and foundation of this nation. In our day-by-day thoughts
· deline should be for others. It was that famed preacher William Gladstone
tered nine succii:ct and tremendous words re lati ve to the times in which. we are
"Selfishness is the greatest curse of the hwnan race." And he was right!

w~erscore the fact that God's laws have never been abrogated.

:e

sociologist has written, "The trouble with most of us is lethargy, absence
ing about others, lack of involvement in life. To keep ourselves comfortable
11 fed and entertained seems to be all that matters." Pitirim Sorokin,
ogist from Harvard University, has classified this age by saying, "We are in
of creating an 'affectless' society in which no one cares for anyone but
£." Unfortlfilately, the born again believer, living in a society of this type,
to be caught up in the system so that his own selfish gratification becomes
t. As Dr. Vance Havner penned it, "Too many people conduct their lives on
eteria plan. • • that is, 'self service only'." Actually, it is when we forelves for the sake of oti1ers that we do things for which others will never

,

I

i

11
I

II
, 11

II
I

I

i

'

amusing to read in "The Reader's Digest" a conurent by Don Herold. He ob' "Athiests may be smart people, but you don't find them doing any great
zed good in the world. You never hear of an Athiest's hospital or an
's connnittee for the relief of the starving whoosit tribes. Athiests don't
ave glee clubs, picnics, or bowling teams. It seems to take some kind of
to get people together to do some good or even to have some fun." These
ts are quite observing but we still need to llllderscore the fact that we don't
a favor by serving Him. He rather honors us by allowing us to serve Him.
er how much time you put in, no matter how much philanthropic goodness you
ort, until first by faith one receives Jesus Christ as Savior, none of
things will count for salvation. Our eternal destiny is only secured by
g~ace through our personal faith.
Anyone who works with an idea of meriting
is fooling himself (Ephesians 2:8, 9).
est and most worthy example of "service above self" is to be discovered in
on of the Lord Jesus Christ, God's gift to mankind. John 12:24 gives His
wo~ds? "Except a grain of wheat fall into the ground and die, it abideth
hut if i t die it bringeth forth much fruit." What He was saying is born out
re~ but more than this, spiritually speaking, it refers to the opportunity
~tl.Ilg our lives for the Lord's service. This is exactly what these young
~who come to Biola College and Talbot Theological Seminary. As a grain of
ey fall to the earth and die to self that they may bring forth an abundant
of others who need to know Jesus 01ris t as Savior.
England gravestone there is this little three line verse, ''What I spent I
at I_kept I lost, what I gave I have." Jim Elliott, martyred for 01rist
k r in 1956? wisely wrote in his diary, "He is no fool who gives what he
be~p ,hto gain that which he cannot lose." It isn't so much what God can do
u w at we, through God, can do for others. If we want to serve the Lord
t~d urges us ~o do so, we must be willing to sacrifice. It will take
or
even setting aside some desires of our own to accomplish His perfect

us:

re·

co~~e~ the famed composer and violinist, when he had finished one of his
'

''~h was app:oached by a woman. She was in ecstasy over his music,
.k' Mr. Kreisler, I would give anything, I would give my life if I
11
e you do!" He responded very simply, ''Madam, that's exactly what I
7

.

have done • • • I've given fny life!"
We may look at other examples, not only
aE'OUt us today, but also in the Bible, and indeed at our Savior Himself, only t
observe that we would give our lives only to be of usefulness like that. The L~ d
frankly asks us, ''Will you be as a grain of wheat? Are you willing to fall to t~
ground and die to your own selfish desires that you may be elevated to "service e
above self?"

OTHERS
Land help
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me £ive nnom day to day
;.,efn nongetnu.l way
when I kneel to p~y
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LOVE
By: Charles Swindoll
There is one important thing which should be remembered about authentic love. It is
tDlconditional in its expression. As a matter of fact, in the account of Jesus and
the rich young ruler, the very first thing we learn is that Christ loved him. The
man of wealth was the one who turned away and rejected the Savior.
Perhaps you heard the true story which graphically illustrates this. It was in the
home of a Boston socialite family. They had money and prominence as well as loose
living, wife swapping, and the modern morals of the day. From a phone booth in
California a young serviceman was connected to his mother. He had just recently returned from the Viet Nam war. There was an instant delight in hearing one another's
voice. The serviceman said, ''Mom, I'd like very much to bring a fellow home with
me." She responded, "That's fine; couple or three days; bring whomever you want.
We' 11 be glad to have him." The returned GI further explained, ''No, Mom, you don't
llllderstand. You should know something about him. He doesn't have a right leg or a
right ann. As a matter of fact, he doesn't have a right eye, and his face is
terribly disfigured." The mother listened and then soberly repeated the offer,
'Well, that's alright, son. Bring him home for a couple of days; that's fine."
The yollllg man, now more impatient, told her, "Mom, you still don't understand! I
want him to live with us. I'd like him to be a part of our family. This should
be a pennanent arrangement." The mother tried to choose her words carefully,
"Well, wait. I'm not sure • • • " Then there was a click, and a dial tone. The lad
had hung up.
A few hours later the same phone rang in Boston. It was a police sergeant in
California. He informed the mother, "We have a young man here who only has one
leg and one arm. The identification shows that he's your son. I'm sorry to tell
you that he's just taken his own life." You see, injured and disfigured, the
serviceman found it too difficult to ask directly. The conditional love of the
mother was as if to say, ''We don't want you at all."
"Agape" love doesn't have to have arms or legs; it doesn't have to have eyes or
ea~s.
It just reaches out. Authentic love is unselfish in its motives. Paul said
this kind of love suffers long and is kind. It doesn't keep a record of what it
has done wrong. It isn't easily provoked. It hardly notices when it is rejected.
'Th.ere is no end to its endurance. This kind of love, from Calvary, reaches and
never waits to be rewarded. As believers, when this kind of love is demonstrated
from your head, heart, feet and hands, the world won't have an answer.

Aut~entic love is unlimited in its benefits as well as
mot~ve. This kind of love will cause you to win every
~atisfaction in simply the demonstration of it. There
eclares, "Love is something if you give it away, it's
9

being unselfish in its
time. There is the greatest
is a children's song which
just like a magic penny, you

end up having more. ''
I love the story of the little boy who moved into a new neighborhood. He was h
and quiet and his name was Chad. One day he came home to announce , ''You kn~ 51'
Morn? Valentine's Day is corning and I want to make a valentine for everyone inw.
class. I want them to know I love them." His mother's heart sank as she tho lllY
"I wish he wouldn't do that." She was reflecting on how every afternoon she ~gh
watch all the children corning home from school. They would be laughing and h~u
onto each other's books--all except Chad. He always walked behind them and was g
never accepted.
The mother decided to go along with Oiad. Glue, paper and crayons were purchase
For three weeks he painstakingly made 35 valentines. When the day came to deli
them, he was excited beyond measure. This would be his day! He stuffed the
valentines under his arm and ran out the door. His mother thought, "It's going
be a tough day for Oiad. I'll bake him some cookies and have some milk ready wh
he comes home from school. Maybe that'll make it easier; he won't be getting ve
many valentines." That afternoon she had the warm cookies and the milk out on
table. She went over to the window, scratching a little bit of the frost off the
glass and then looked out. Sure enough, here came the big gang of children lau
valentines under their arms. They had really done well. And there was her Oiad
came up behind them, walking faster than usual. She thought, "Bless his heart
he's ready to burst into tears. His arms are empty. He doesn't have a valentine
As he came in the house his mother sought to console him. ''Mother has some wann
cookies and milk for you, Chad. Let's sit down." But his face was all aglow.
just marched right by her and all he could say was, "Not a one! Not a single one
I didn't forget one. They all know I love them!"

It ,Lon' t a -6 ong un,tLl i:t! -6 -6 ung.
It ,Lon' t a bell until il' -6 !Lung.
It ,Lln't love un.t.{1 il'-6 given away.

Reverend Swindoll is Pastor of
First Evangelical Free Oiurch,
Fullerton, California.
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SATAN'S GADARA PLOY
By: Don W. Hillis

an tried to thwart God's redemptive program by inspiring the son of perbetray the Lamb of God for thirty pieces of silver, we know hCM miserably
But that failure was only round two. The old serpent has not given up.
1 detennined to keep men from hearing and believing the gospel. Let's
few of his wiles.

blinds the minds of men.

He sees to it that they have eyes that see not.

tes them to darkness so successfully that they love it.

inflicts suffering on the Lord's servants. When plots, beatings, stonshi]Jl reck couldn't stop Paul, he called upon a viper to do its deadliest.
Satan doe sn' t always stop the servants of the Lord, it is prob ab le that
them more often than they realize.

snatches away the seed. What servant of God has n' t seen our Lord' s
the sower enacted again and again. The seed is faithfully sown only to
d LU1derfoot, snatched away, or choked by thorns.
so.vs tares.

ls.

1

No generation of believers has ever been free of counteror have the tares been sown more thickly than they are today.

hmnanism, pragmatism, hedonism, relativism, materialism, the ancient
and the modem cults are all Satan-sown tares.
Satan's most subtle hindrance to the ongoing of world evangelization is

I'm alluding to the story found in Mark 5:1-15. It's the account of
g of the Gadarene demoniac. It was his legion of demons that drove 2000
atery grave. The reaction of Gadara' s citizens toward Jesus was, "Please
e don't mind seeing this rather pathetic, dangerous, and ugly member of
ty healed, but not at the expense of our economy."

Satan hasn't provided a lot of us today with a lot of swine to care for.
c!~I!-' t dirty and smelly. On the contrary, they are clean and well fed.
in tlllle and money to keep them, they contribute to self-satisfaction.
1Y need them, but I enjoy them.

~~gb to say is that there are probably all kinds of things that claim our

le ~t are not m?re important in the light of eteTility than pigs. And
admitat in the view of my Savior, I am a lot more like the Gadarenes
mudi ~f the soul of one man is really worth more than the whole world,
Vin
or me to give up things for his salvation? If, by tightening
00
gt?n a low~r economic standard, I could have a share in delivering
a ion of sin to the glory of heaven, would I be willing to do it?

11

I am suggesting that Satan is .n ot per se the greatest obstacle to world e
It is my selfish detennination to keep my pigs. He knows I like things van
can keel? me.involved with enough. of them ~e can hinder the progress of ~o~~
evangellzation and at the same time stay in the background. That is a dee
little trick. It worked rather well with the Gadarenes and seems to be wo~k~
many of us.
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DANIEL
By: Dr. Lloyd T.

Anderson

Daniel, with his three friends Shadrach, Meshach, and Abednego, who refused
1 down and worship the image of Nebuchadnezzar. Doubtless the king had spies
out the crowd to report the violators of his will.
ble tells us that there were certain Chaldeans who accused the Jews
1 3:8-12). 1bey remind their monarch of his order, as well as the penalty
· 1ure which was to be thrown into a burning fiery furnace. When the evil
heard the charges against the Hebrews he was absolutely furious. Who would be
id and reckless as to show disrespect for the conunands of a powerful
ign like him. 1bey didn't respect him nor his gods. 1be three Hebrew witwere brought before him and ordered to explain their unusual behaviour. He
them that a failure to worship would mean being cast into the midst of
ace, where, he reasoned, "no god shall deliver you out of my hands"
-15).
ms that all we learn about this monarch clearly indicates that he was a man
olent passions, easily excitable and given to fits of rage. It is remarkable
ebuchadnezzar even gave the three the benefit of the doubt. Perhaps, for
sake of Daniel, he was hoping down deep that they might have misunderstood.
act that they weren't irrnnediately thrown into the furnace indicates their
re in the eyes of a godless world. 1bey were actually given a second chance
ollow the command. 1bis doesn't sound like the same king who worshipped
el.(2:46, 47) because of the dream and its interpretation of the sovereign.
~ it be possible that from the same lips now proceeded these threatening words?
hi 'Yhat caused this radical change? He had once recognized the God of Daniel,
pp1ng at the feet of the prophet, praising the God of heaven.
t er that the dream of Nebuchadnezzar had occurred about twenty years prior to
er three. In the meantime, there was the second conquering of Jerusalem
B:C.) when the majority of the inhabitants were taken away in captivity, canting many of the sacred golden vessels for use in Babylon. In 587 B. C.
~adnezzar over-ran Jerusalem for the third time, completely destroying it,
abt t~e ~emple, leaving the Holy Land in utter desolation. Nebuchadnezzar now
he~ elieved that his gods had overcome the Jehovah God of Daniel. 1bis is
?" e~c:inded of these Hebrews, ''Who is that God who shall deliver you out of my
v~
Vithout question he expected these young men to obey him. 'Ib.e three,
ra~ h~d purposed in their hearts that they wouldn't defile themselves.
to d ~shach and Abednego answered, "If it be so, our God whom we serve is
h ~liver.us from the burning fiery furnace, and He will deliver us out of
than ' 0 King . . . we will not serve thy gods, nor worship the golden image
~ ha~t set up." If they trembled before him, it isn't recorded in the
ere is no fear shown at all. 1bey stood straight and tall, with faces
13

shining like gold. They didn't bow, budge, nor burn. Nebuchadnezzar
that he told his servants to heat the furnace seven times hotter than ~s
mightiest men in the anny bound the three men, cas~ing them into the fu
fact, the temperature was so hot that the flames killed those who threw~
the furnace.

1

It wasn't long before Nebuchadnezzar was astonished. Instead of the thr
the midst of the fire, there were four, and they were now loose (3:24 2 ~)
news of the event rust have spread rapidly over the kingdom. The kin~ was
Even though the king spc:>ke the ~ruth concerning the fourth man, ''whose fonn.,
the Son of God," there is no evidence that he knew he was referring to the
you and I know in the New Testament as the Son of God. It is doubtful that
title was even connnonly given to the Messiah by the Jews. The king gave,.
right title without realizing what he had done. These brave young men st
a type of the remnant of Israel during the Tribulation, saved out of a fie
perience-. What a wonderful portion of Scripture is chapter three of Daniel
When the three Hebrew children, Shadrach, Meshach and Abednego, were brough
the King Nebuchadnezzar they offered no alibis, nor did they avail themsel~
his suggestion of a second chance. There was neither insolence nor arrogani
their reply. We only hear a firm and resolute stand for their mighty and f.
God. It was into His hands that they committed their bodies and souls. Thi
simply avowed, "We see no need to answer you in this matter. 11 They had co·
and trust that the Lord was able to deliver them from the fiery furnace.
In verse 17 it is interesting to notice the little word "if."
us any difficulty at all. There wasn't the slightest casting
omnipotence of God. The assurance of the three young men was too strong and
clear to allow any doubt. They knew Jehovah could work a miracle on their
but they weren't certain in this instance that He would. It was only if He
sired to do so. Here we see the will of God operating in the lives of His
Shadrach, Meshach and Abednego testified, "If for reasons best lmown to the
and if His wise and benevolent plans don't include deliverance, we would stil
change our position. We believe that our God will be vindicated even if He
mi ts us to die in the fiery furnace." Like Job who preceded them, they coul
witness, "Though He slay me, yet will I trust Him." Under no circumstances
they be shaken from their loyalty to God. This admirable posture should serv
tremendous pattern for believers today. Rather than submit to the religious
system of their own hour, these three prepared to pay with their lives if nee·
to serve the living God. Love and loyalty to the Lord were of far greater ·
portance than life itself. Nebuchadnezzar might kill their bodies but God~-·
preserve their souls and spirits. Not for one single moment did they doubt
omnipotence.
1

As a great example for us, we can apply their viewpoint to our conditions tod.
What about the world in which you happen to be working? Do you make comprow~
in your business? Living in Babylon, do you bow down to the secularistic systi
of the day, as do the Babylonians? The Word of the Lord is clear: ''Thou shal
make unto thee any graven image, or any likeness of any thing that is in heave
above, or in the earth beneath, or that is in the waters under the earth"
,
(Exodus 20:4). These men were Jews who believed in keeping the corrnnandments.
did it without equivocation or cowardice, willingly standing for the things of
Jehovah. Would we be like them in this twentieth century? They could boldly
what was later written in Hebrews 13: 6, "I will not fear what man shall do unto
We need such courage, determination and faith today. We should follow the exhortation, "Therefore, my beloved brethren, be ye steadfast, urunovable, always ..
abounding in the work of the Lord, forasmuch as ye know that your labor is not 1
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the Lord" (I Corinthians 15:58).
their refusal f~r wor~h~p, the King became terribly upset. His ~ury
his emotional instability. Nebuchadnezzar ordered a group of his
men to bind the three Jews, throwing them into the furnace. It is fascinotice something of the magnitude of this tremendous miracle.
Failing
J.JltO account the larger danger that resulted from the increased intensity
ames, the executioners were destro~ed .. Although they succeede~ in_carrytheir assignment, they themselves died in the flames. One can imagine
tement and drama as the curious crowd and the proud king witnessed the
of the guard being scorched to death. This merely adds to the miraculous
ce of these three Hebrew children.
we need to stand for the Lord in the midst of perplexities and problems.
a day when in the minds of some people anything goes. Many believers do
spiritual victory in Jesus Christ simply because they are having a part
estyle that doesn't please the Lord. Their testimony is practically meanThis can certainly be devastating. Every time you are tempted, every
feel weakened, every time you compromise, you sell the Lord ''down the
In such a moment go back to Daniel 3 and read again about the courage,
and purpose of these three faithful young men who were willing to stand
Lord.
wonderfully comforting thing to see the blessing of God's care for those
to stand firm for Him. This is the clear lesson from Daniel 3. It is
t the Lord honors faithfulness in his children in all ages, and will
ely reward them. The Savior Himself, in the Gospel record, pointed out that
as a prophet who dealt with future events. So, beyond the irrnnediate lesson
~ah's care for His own, there are also exciting prophetic truths concerning
blical future.
are three important principles or rules for Bible study. First, we JTRlst
e that all Scripture, no matter where it is, has one primary interpretation.
s basic. Second, all Scripture has several practical applications. And
most Scripture passages also have a prophetic or a future revelation in
These points are well illustrated in Daniel 3. From the last application,
we have already studied the other two, these three young men are a picture
ael among the Gentile nations of the world. They have been cast into the
e of affliction and persecution. By all human standards they should perish,
r~culously they have been preserved. We haven't forgotten what happened to
ew1sh people in the days of Hitler. By the edict of one man more than six
~~were mercilessly slaughtered. He and his diabolical henchmen were trying
l~erate the Jewish people from the face of the earth. They were spared
tion_because they are God's covenant people and will finally be miraculously
ered in the future, exalted above all the nations of the earth.

~e captivity of Israel in the days of Daniel, Shadrach, Meshach and Abednego,
e l.I1les 0 ~ the Gentiles" began. This era will continue until the coming again
e~s C~r1st at the end of the Tribulation. The long course of history begins
5 with a great image or a false god. Just as in Daniel's day, in that
~ ~our there will be a renmant of Jewish people who will refuse to obey the
e~ 1 ~\ They will be marked for death during the Tribulation, but divinely
enn~ l Y the Lord, finally delivered and exalted to rule with Him in the
~-.u.a
age.

a~\background, Babylon and Babylonianism actually began in the days
e Y after the flood of Noah (Genesis 10, 11).
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There was Nimrod,

which

means "a rebel, 11 who, like Nebuchadnezzar, was a type and symbol of th
christ yet to come. He sought to build a great tower, and on t he tope
would be placed the image of his god, Baal. Babylon continues as a sy ~f
politi~al and reli~ious,_ which is again seen in Re~elation chapters 1 ~
Here will be the final collapse. Satan's counterfeit of God's kingdom
the Egyptian, Babylonian, Assyrian, Persian, Grecian, or Roman empires'
ways the same. The reason is that it is engineered by the same author'
himself.
'
Babylonianism, which flourished with Nebuchadnezzar, is an ideology.
attempt to set up a kingdom in opposition to the Lord Jesus Christ. Nimri
was the founder of Babylon, sought to establish a world empire. This he
as a federation politically and religiously. His was a spurious plan of
demption by man's own efforts. The Lord came down and confused the lan
the people, scattering them across the face of the earth. Man's own effo
bring about his ideal worldwide religion and government is called by God '
Such will finally be destroyed when Jesus Christ comes to cast down ·the ·
the Antichrist during the Tribulation.
The spirit of Babylon today still lives on, to be revived again
case it has always been accompanied by the persecution of God's people Isr
Witness to all of this stands the formerly great world empires of t he past
connnunism will join them. In the face of all these demonic attacks, you
to remain firm and resolute, confident of God's love and deliverance for Hi
1

The succession of history isn't one of isolated events. It is all a part o
grand plan which typifies the struggle between God and the devil, the seed
woman and the seed of the serpent (Genesis 3:15). While we see events as i
occurrences, underneath all of this there is one great line and tremendous
In His so-called "Sermon on the Mount" recorded in Matthew 24, Jesus gives a
list of signs which will announce the end of the age. These things He po in
are now for the first time, many of them, beginning to converge in fulfill
can't help but notice what the Savior pointed out, "When ye therefore shall
the abomination of desolation, spoken of by Daniel the prophet, stand in the
place, (whoso readeth, let him understand): Then let them which be in Judea
into the mountains; For there shall be great tribulation, such as was nots ·
beginning of the world to this time, no, nor ever shall be. And except tho
should be shortened, there should no flesh be saved: but for the elect's s
days shall be shortened' (Matthew 24: 15, 16, 21, 22). This is a direct refe·
to Daniel 9:27; 11:31; and 12:11.
1

The Antichrist will make his appearance during the Tribulation, promising pe
the world, as well as to Israel. After three and a half years he will bre
promise, erecting an image of himself in the temple at Jerusalem. He will d
that everybody fall down and worship the statue (Revelation 13:14, 16, 17).
as in Egypt and Babylon, God will remember His own covenant people, Israel.
Nebuchadnezzar is a type of the Antichrist of Revelation 13. The image is a
of the abomination of desolation to be set up in the rebuilt temple.
The three young Hebrew men in Daniel 3 are a type of the nation to which th
long. Their deliverance from the furnace tells us in prophetic preview that
future program of deliverance and exaltation will include the nation of Isr~e
The fact that the men who threw them into the furnace were themselves bu111e
God's own prediction of what will happen during the Tribulation to tho~e who
to destroy God's ancient people .. Antisemitism is something the Lord w1lldno,
stand for among the nations of the world. The question could well be aske '
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are you?" Do you believe in Jesus Christ as your own personal
or are you with those who have rejected Him? There is no middle ground.
Him while the day of salvation is still open.

God took care of three young men in that fiery furnace, so He will take
us because the Scripture is for you and me, even though it is found in the
ent. The book of Daniel contains both history and biblical prophecy.
the latter is clearly stated, while at other instances it is previewed
and symbols.
ter three certain details serve as an example of events which will occur
e Church of Jesus Christ has been caught up to heaven. Nebuchadnezzar is
ya type of the Antichrist, the man of sin. The beast's religious system
Satan's ecumenical church, demanding the worship of all people
tion 13:4, 7, 12, 15). The image itself is the type of that which will be
by the Antichrist during the Tribulation, set up in the temple at Jeru(Matthew 24:15). In that latter day, Satan will perform a miracle by giving
the image, causing it to speak (Revelation 13:15).
3 is related to the beginning of the times of the Gentiles while Revelation
the end of this period. The fiery furnace symbolizes the great Tribulathe seven-year period known as Daniel's 70th week (Daniel 9:24-27). If the
should go home today, then, in just a little while, all of these things
in Revelation, beginning with chapter 5, will begin to take place. The
ring that time will pass through unbelievable affliction. Their fiery
at that time will be hotter than any previous experience, including the
c destruction by Hitler.
ee Hebrew young men are a type of the children of Israel who will be preduring the Tribulation. All will not be martyred in that day. God will
ously preserve a reIIUlant whom Antichrist won't be able to exterminate. The
0 sealed Jews in Revelation 7 (12,000 out of each of the 12 tribes of Israel),
preserved to witness and preach the gospel of the kingdom. They will still
standing on the other side of the Tribulation (Revelation 14; 15:2), brought
victoriously. Those men who threw these three young Jewish boys into the
fu111ace and were themselves destroyed by the very flames, is prophetic in
the final doom of the Antichrist who persecutes God's chosen people
ssalonians 2:8).
r what God said to Abraham, "I will bless them that bless thee, and curse
t curseth thee, and in thee shall all the families of the earth be blessed"
s 12:3). That promise still holds true today. Those nations which perserael are themselves going to be destroyed. Whenever anti-semitism reaches
Hicrescendo, the Lord steps in and judgment occurs. Those who have perses chosen people will one day meet their own doom in the lake of fire.
0

is ~epeating.itself, continuing to recycle until our Lord Jesus Christ, at
0
.the Tribulation, returns to the earth again. As He sets up His
rieghwill also.set the world aright. We can wait for the day when His vinditeously will take place. The city of Babylon, where Nebuchadnezzar
e~e~~nts a prophetic preview of that religious and political system growing
ofrB toda~ . . rt is the devil's counterfeit for God's true kingdom. The
er ~bylonianism still lives on. It will continue to spread its influence
ld b roughout the whole world until the end of the age. We don't look for
~tthennent among men. Our desire is "that blessed hope and the glorious
0
t e great God and our Savior, the Lord Jesus Christ" (Titus 2:13).
s~
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We underscore the fact that the next thing on God's prophetic program i
moval of the Church of Jesus Christ out of this world. By "Church" r ~
ing about a local church like Bethany Baptist where I happen to be serv· not
some other denomination. This refers to all people who have been born a~n~,
the Spirit of God, who believe in Jesus Christ as their own personal Savi~in
book of Ephesians makes it crystal clear that all these who are born againr.
members of the body of Christ, of which our Savior is the head. One of the
the Church is going to be rap~red out of this. world! takei: ~ome to be with5'
Lord.
Then upon the earth will ensue the. Tr~bulatioi:, divided into two pe·
of three and one-half years each. The Antichrist deceives the Jewish people
for the first segment, but in the middle of the seven years he will reveal h
for what he really is. Breaking His covenant with Israel the awesomeness of
time of Jacob's trouble breaks upon the earth. Aren't you glad you belong
true Church of Jesus Christ? I am glad He is living in my heart. One of tb
days, if you and I live or die, we are goirig to be resurrected and be toge
God's children forever and forever.
As we continue in our study, consider the 26th verse of chapter 3, "Then Sh
Meshach and Abednego, came forth of the midst of the fire. And the princes
governors, and captains, and the king's counsellors, being gathered togethe;
these men, upon whose bodies the fire had no power, nor was an hair of their,
singed, neither were their coats changed, nor the smell of fire had passed on
Then Nebuchadnezzar spake and said, Blessed be the God of Shadrach, Meshach
Abednego, who hath sent his angel, and delivered his servants that trusted in
and have changed the king's word, and yielded their bodies, that they might
serve nor worship any god, except their own God" (3:26-28).
Here is a greater miracle than even the deliverance out of the furnace. The
ful three were walking calmly in the flames , unbound and unburned. The king
nessed with astonishment this demonstration of power by the only true God.
flames had burned the bonds but didn't as much as singe a hair on their heads.
Surmnoning his counsellors, Nebuchadnezzar asked how many men had been cast in
furnace. He wondered where the fourth had come from. The king saw a mysteri
deity whom he referred to later as an "angel of God" (v. 28). The sight would
been enough to startle any man. This personage, I am convinced, was Jesus Chr
Himself, in one of His theophonies, or Old Testament appearances. There are
several such pre-incarnate revelations in Scripture. So He also promises to be
with us today (Isaiah 43:2; John 16:33).

1

As we consider the Lord being seen in the fire, we recall other similar aspects
God's presence in the fire (Exodus 3:1-4); God's roadway in the fire (Exodus 13
God's rules and regulations in the fire (Exodus 19:16-18); God's judgment in
fire (Genesis 19:23-24); God's tremendous power in the fire (I Kings 18:24); G
custody of His own while they go through the fire (Daniel 3:25); God's wonde.
prophecy when it comes to fire (II Thessalonians 1:6-10). This is a fascinat1
biblical study.
In the case of Shadrach, Meshach and Abednego, there wasn't even the smell off
clinging to these faithful three. The king was forced to aknowledge that no on
else could deliver after this sort. He had praise for Jehovah, the God of Isr
Nebuchadnezzar testified, "They have yielded their bodies, that they might not
serve nor worship any god, except their own God" (3:28). They themselves and .
their bodies were surrendered to the Lord as the temple of the Holy Spirit. Th
is exactly what we have been called upon to do (Romans 12:1, 2).
As a result Nebuchadnezzar made a decree "That every people . . . which speak_anY
thing amiss against the God of Shadrach, Meshach and Abednego, shall be cut in
18

" (3: 29). We shouldn't assume that the king had been converted to
We don't know that he ~ad a pe:sonal experienc~ wit~ the Lord.at this
typical oriental fashion, he issued a decree in which penalties were
to anyone caught speaking ill of the God of Shadrach, Meshach, and
The king expressed admiration for Jehovah. Because of the unusual
tion of power just witnessed, he felt he owed at least this much of

captivates me every time. I read it, "Then the kin? promoted Shadrach,
and Abednego in the provrnce of Babylon." The faithfulness of L'iese
g men brought to them the rewards both of protection and tremendous
ty. He who honors God will not go unrewarded. There are some great
be learned by us today. The Lord said, "1hem that honor me I will
0 they that despise me shall be lightly esteemed" (I Samuel 2: 30). Jesus
elf testified, ''Whosoever therefore shall confess me before me, him will
also before my Father which is in heaven; but whosoever shall deny me behim also will I deny before my Father which is in heaven" (Matthew 10: 32) .
ou be Jew or Gentile, remember, Christ is man's only eternal hope. Apart
there is no salvation! Receive Him just now, by faith, as your own peran autobiography of Nebuchadnezzar's conversion to
The details are valid and authentic. In my own study I can only conclude
king became a truly born again man in the Old Testament sense of the word.
ays I expect to meet him when we get to glory. Al though it reads like a
·s d1apter should be studied with care. Nebuchadnezzar's testimony reof what the Psalmist declared, "Come and hear, all ye that fear God, and
clare unto you what He hath done for my soul" (Psalm 66: 16) .
that Daniel and his three companions prayed to God constantly for the
1 likewise in I Timothy 2:1-4 exhorts us to pray for all those in
over us. The measure of one's faith is reflected in the scope of his
True intercession must always embrace all the needs of all classes and
of other individuals, even as the Gospel has relevance for all. How
~ the early church had need of such prayer as ·they were besieged on every
b~tter persecution and false teachings. As Paul talked to his young
m the Lord he urged, ''Remember, the answer is prayer.'' The four items
red are "supplications, prayers, intercessions, and the giving of thanks."
the whole spectrum of prayer. It isn't only supplication amid grave
but also steady sustained prayer. in an entire attitude and outlook on life.

~ well observed, "The measure of a man ''s soul is in that for which he is
in~ ~o thai;ik God. It is when we praise the Lord supremely for God Himself
_div1dual is of all men most blessed." "Seek ye first the kingdom of God
ghteousness, and all these things shall be added unto you."

~~ssion.i~ the worship of many churches is the failure to pray for those
cl ic officials. Evangelical churches nrust never be so concerned with
w~~of peopl~ that they overlook the spiritual needs of all individuals.
e er we think the President of the United States ought to be a Reor a Democrat. Regardless of what party to which he belongs, he really
prayers..
·
0 •a

ql!iet, peaceable, honest and godly life is the way of prayer.

The
Looking
i to ay, almost every nation would be well qualified. Any fighting on
onal scale would seem destined to wipe out the human race. Personal and

~ati~n of war doesn' t really depend upon preparedness to fight.

1
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global strife can only be dissolved through sincere good will wnich leads
pray for nothing but the best for all llllder heaven, and especially ~
us
are leaders over us. Verse 3 of I Timothy 2 is Paul's answer to
Christians to pray for their llllgodly, dictatorial pagan rulers. 1hey too
need Christ's salvation. This is what is good and acceptable in the ~ight'
Savior. Leaders persecuting Christians stood all the more in needs of God'
fonning grace. The apostle pointed out that it is the desire of God that es
arch persecutors of the church should be converted.

1

Knowledge on the higher level comes not so much from speculation and ratio
as it does through repentance and faith, with an ultimate committal to Chris
alone is the Way, the Truth, and the Life. Since there is only one God He
for all men. The man Christ Jesus is the only Mediator between God and' men
we need to pray for our President, as well as city, collllty, state and feder~
authorities that they might be saved, and that there might be tranquility and
in the world.
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PANEL DISCUSSION

Panel:

VJt. Cha.oe, VJt. FunbeJtg and VJt. SutheJr.land

m Job 79 :26, in .the /(,[ng Jamu veMion, we Jtead, 'Yd in my filuh 1 .ohctll
Which

d.' Ano.theft bum6lcition .ota:tu, 'Withold my filuh 1 .ohctll .oee God.'
c.oMe c;t?"

se variant readings could be mystifying to the ordinary reader. Job has been
very midst of intense suffering and trials. He apparently had what is known
·cal science as elephantiasis. This dear man of God who suffered all these
additionally had three miserable "comforters" who, instead of pouring him a
g balm, kept telling him incorrectly that he was wrong. If Job had only
God's dialogue with Satan, perhaps he would have been willing to accept the
aty testings. This is why he finally came to testify, "Though He slay me,
11 I trust Him." He had the assurance to affirm, "I know that my Redeemer
" He was well aware of the fact that one can enjoy a personal, vital rehip with Him. Although Job appears to be at the mercy of Satan, he is still
Lord's hands. Remember that there wasn't much known by way of revelation at
time. Job's book may have been penned even before Moses wrote his five books
1400 or so B. C. All the other books after Exodus found in the Old Testarention in one way or another God's deliverance of Israel from Egypt. Such
fotmd in Job at all. He says nothing about the law, nor does he ever
m anything about a sin offering. This doesn't mean that he antedates the
chapters of Genesis. His reference to "latter day" doesn't view a first and
coming of Christ. He rather considers the end of human history when the
Winds it all up and sets things in proper order. If you want to see how much
a: knowledge went into the mind of Job, I challenge you to read the
ta:ies of Barnes on this book. There are two volumes which are absolutely
atmg. He had knowledge of metallurgy, geology, zoology, and all that goes
the. make up of the created world. He knew that when a body dies, it goes into
lut1on into the ground. He also was fully persuaded that God was going to give
re~urrection body. Some good Bible teachers hold that there will be an
diate body, basing their ideas on Luke 16. In Revelation 6 we find the souls
the altar are wearing robes, which would not be said of disembodied spirits.
~ that in his flesh he would see God. Another version declares, ''i\Ti thout my
~l I see God." This is also true. From the original there is one single
e Hebrew which means "with the body," as well as "away from the body."
~~ths are :ealistic. Job knew he would see God ultimately in the resurre . odyds' or in his intennediate body without the flesh he had at that moment.
nun us that "to be absent from the body is to be present with the Lord."

fu

lllh~:::o

we mean by .the .W6aLUble WOJLd 06 God a6 l i peJdaiw., ;to :the o!U.g,lna.l
about pJtoblem6 ofi tltan.olatoM in .thuJt va!l)_ow., efifio!Lt6 ?"

fallibl e " means without
.
error, shortcoming, or failure.
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This Book is first

of all entirely different from any other in history. It not only deals with
events of this life, but also with eternal destiny. God didn't allow his me
just to be oral. This isn' t to say that from those original manuscripts to s
time there weren't errors which may have been made by the scribes. We belie
the inspiration of the original writers. When we examine all the extant m
scripts of the Old and New Testaments we see the verification of this fact.
is a most remarkable unity and harmony among the writers. Consider, for ex~·
the "Dead Sea Scrolls." They were found in 194 7. People thought the dis cove
would change all the criticism of the Bible, showing up innumerable errors.
opposite, however, has been the case. Even radical critics have observed ''Isit an amazing thing, even after all these centuries, how the Bible seems to be
authentic. Perhaps we should have a better respect for Scripture."

Q. "I.6 i l .6 c.JUptwwi. 6ofl. .6e_fl.van:t6 and .6 olcUeM o 6 Chwt to add po.lUic.al
.6oual oil. educ.ational fl.e6otun to thufl. good 6J-ght 06 6aith?"
'
A. It is true that we are citizens of heaven in the first place. At the same
we are also here in the flesh, citizens of the country in which we live. We are
obligated to fight for the things that are right, living exemplary lives for the
Lord's glory. We should seek to maintain the moral and spiritual standards of
conummity and nation. God has directed that this should be so. There are evi
where we are to "render unto Caesar the things that are Caesar's, and unto God
things that are God's." We are to abide by the laws of the land, obeying those
authority over us. We aren't to fold our hands and avoid issues. We ought to
and to do everything honor ab le. Not all ministers of the Gospe 1 fee 1 called u
enter into politics. We certainly wouldn't criticize anyone who is preaching
Word and doing that exclusively. Nor would we criticize those who take their re
sponsibilities seriously by way of endeavoring to help in the moral and spiritu
development of the conmruni ty. In the last days men shall be lovers of their ™11
selves, covetous, boasters, proud, blasphemers, and disobedient to parents. Law
lessness is going to prevail. Nevertheless, it is our responsibility to do the
we can to keep things as good and upright as we possibly can. Let us put men
women of God in places of responsibility in the government.

Q.

"Will. you explcU,n Mcvik 11 : 2 5 and 26?

I.6 6ofl.giveneM c.onclttional?"

A. This opens up the entire important scriptural doctrine of forgiveness. Certainly this passage is just as inspired as any other on the subject (Ephesians 4
32; 1:7). To let Mark 11:25 and 26 stand by itself would be unfair. 1his would
rule out the need of such verses of promise as 1 John 1: 9. The doctrine of forgiveness is in two parts. First of all, once a soul trusts the Lord Jesus Chris
for the cleansing of his sins, they are expunged completely from the record. Remember that sin is any nonconfonni ty to the law or character of God. Forgiveness
isn't susceptible to one's emotions. It is absolute and depends entirely upon.
transaction of Christ on Calvary's cross. The other aspect is that we must still
go on living in this world. There are relationships between us which may become
tarnished because of transgressions. Here is a matter of what we would call
"experimental forgiveness," while the fonner is positional, based entirely upon
grace of God. The latter depends upon the matter of Christian fellowship. As an
example, if you have something against another person you won't have the fuJness
the knowledge of blessing of sins forgiven when you fail to forgive him as well.
One helpful note on this can be found on page 1000 of the New Scofield Reference
Bible relating to Matthew 6:12. This gives both aspects of forgiveness. Just b
1
cause a person is saved doesn't mean he can say, ''Well, I've been forgiv~n, but
am not going to forgive anyone else." The Lord won't allow such disobedience.
Q. "Will the Ho£.y Spi!Ut be :taken out 06 the wo!tld a:t the .6ame time ;tha;t the Ch
i.6 !l.ap:twr.ed?"
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believe this is true. The apostle Paul in II Thessalonians deals with
' we oints out, "That day shall not come (that is, our gathering unto Him)
~eie come the falling away first, and that man of sin be revealed, the son
•tion who opposeth and exalteth himself above all that is called god or
worshipped, so that he as God sitteth in the temple of God, pretending himbe God" (II Thessalonias 2: 4). Then, in verses 5 to 8 he deals with the
of the restrainer who will be "taken out of the way." The One who hinders
· g of the mystery of iniquity is the Holy Spirit. After the home-going of
of Christ, the revelation of the Antichrist, the man of sin, will be given.
ve that the Holy Spirit will still be here, influencing those who will be
ing the Tribulation. He will perhaps be in the world similar to the way
He was working during Old Testament times.

you exp.lain. 1 Pet.Vt 3: 21 ?"
first epistle of Peter is a short book with several passages about which
stions have arisen. As an example, 1 Peter 3:18 tells us, "For Christ also
suffered for sins, the just for the unjust, that He might bring us to
This is one of the most beautiful promises in all the Bible. The Savior
to death in the flesh but made alive by the Holy Spirit. This means that
, put to death on the cross, was raised from the dead. It is by this same
irit that God caused his preachers to go and proclaim His truth to indinav in prison. At one time they were awaiting a judgment, namely Noah's
ose who are now in hades, awaiting judgment, were disobedient when they
earth. We reflect on the longsuffering of God who waited 120 years in the
f oah. Only eight souls were saved by water in that cataclysmic event. In
21 the "saved by water" doesn't mean spiritual salvation. It means they
livered by the ark from the waters of judgment. This going through the
is a figure of baptism, revealing that faith in Christ, co-identification
· through personal faith, assures salvation. Don't make the mistake of
g tilat material water in baptism will do any more than it did ultimately in
ter of Noah's day. It was the vessel, not the water, that saved them. It
the putting away of the filth from the flesh. This would be with physical
Rather, the Lord looks for the "answer of a good conscience toward God."
forget that we are saved by our relationship to God through faith in the
esus Christ. Proof is by the resurrection of the Savior. This verse doesn't
salvation by baptism. It is that of which baptism speaks. Peter calls it a
• WJ:ere better could we go in redemption and Biblical history to find such a
as m the case with Noah.

borne.one ~CU.d tha.t. the LoJtd' -6 PJtayeJt JA 6oJt the T!Ubulation. pe!Uod and -6houldn. 't
e. Med -<-n c.hUJtc.h -6eJtvic.u today. Vo you think. .t1U.,o -Lo c.oMec.t?"
,_we couldn't agree with such a position. There are those who hold an exdispensational view. They believe that the Sennon on the Mount, in which the
le~ Lord's Prayer occurs, wasn't given, nor is it applicable at this parour. They consider it kingdom truth, not for the age of grace. We aren't
Passages from the Sennon on the Mount as we would certain things in the
Fo: instance, "If thine eye offend thee, cut it out." 1here must be a
~ pomt of view. Still, when we pray, "Our Father, who art in heaven,
~ Thy name. Thy kingdom come; Thy will be done on earth as it is in
• t Give us this day our daily bread, and forgive us our debts, as we forgive
e ors'" certainly this is the ideal way for a Christian to pray. We should
tour ~eb~ors, not necessarily those who owe us money but those who trespass
es~' a:ring wronged us in some manner. Forgive them, remembering that the
lik 01 r~s~ h~ forgiven us all of our sins and trespasses. Manifest a
e spin t in forgiving those who have treated us wrongly. Incidentally,

esi
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"Thy kingdom come" is the heart's longing of every true Christian whether
millennial, a-millennial, or post-millennial. Every believer should be 10P
0
for the kingdom of God to come. This should be a universal prayer.

Q.

"(!JaJ.5

the ptwcitgal -6 on

-6 aved?"

A. Actually this is a parable of our Lord. It is one of three which teache
the joy in heaven over repentance. It isn't talking about the matter of re
tion. We must make a determination by way of application. In Luke 15 : 1 and
our Lord was surrounded by religious leaders who were supposedly interested ·
vital things of the spiritual life. Yet, they spent their time in miserable
criticism of the Savior's ministry. There are those who hold that ·the prodi
son was unsaved based on verse 32. Here we learn he was dead and lost , but
made alive. 1his would imply salvation. Scripture means that he was dead in
sense of being absolutely cut off from fellowship with his human fathe r when
went off into a f<:tr co1:111try. We don't ~o justice to this ~ho~e. ser~es of pa
unless we see their main thrust. That is the tremendous, infinite ;oy in the
of God the Father, as well as the angels in heaven, over one sinner who repen
It is true of the lost sheep, as well as the lost coin. If such was t rue in
realm of the animal and the mineral, how much more so in the realm of the h
Someone has made an outline of the parable of the prodigal son. First , he go
of home. Second, he got homesick. Third, he got home!

Q. "We' Jte told ,ln ScJU,ptwr.e to p!Lay 6ofL thoJ.i e who have authotU.:ty oveJL w.i. y
how c.an we pfLalJ 6otL -6 uc.h people when they do -6 o many ;th,tngJ.i whlc.h Me c.onbuvuj
the WotLd o6 God?"
A. These are the very ones for whom we should be interceding! They need our
prayers as much as anyone else. We are told to remember those who have author·
over us (I Timothy 2: 1 and 2) • At the time of this writing, Paul was in a Ro
prison. The nation was under the domination of Nero, probably the most profligate, wicked and irresponsible emperor in all of Roman history. We are to p:
first of all that the Lord will save them. Then, we should ask the Lord to use
even these enemies of His to bring about His perfect will in the affairs of men
and nations. Then it is also proper to pray that if it is the Lord's wi ll the
individuals may be removed so that righteous men can be put in. This is for tb
living in a democracy. Under Nero, of course, no one had any authority whatsoe·
The last ph.Yase of verse 2 explains, "that we may lead a quiet and peace able li
in all godliness and honesty." If we pray for those in authority, connnitting
to almighty God, we are far better able to lead a quiet and peaceable life. W
e
will have cast this portion of our care upon Him, knowing that He cares for us
will answer our prayers in His own good time and way.

Q. "In 1 Co!LinthlanJ.i 13:10 i l J.iayJ.i, 'But when that wh,tc.h ,t,6 pe!L6ec.t ,l,6 c.ome.,
that wh,tc.h ,t,6 ,ln pcvit -6 hall be done away. ' What dou 'that whlc.h ,t,6 petL6e.c:t'
mean?"

A.

In 1 Corinthians the apostle Paul, through the Spirit of God, is seeking.to
correct certain errors which were wrong administratively. He outlines the gifts
God has placed in the church in chapter 12. When you get to chapter 14 he sh~S
the employment of these features. They are to be applied and put into operation
according to the spirit of love and grace. The 13th chapter shows the necessa~
ingredient. The first three verses show the preeminence of love. Verses 4 to
give us a description relating to the perfections of love. Finally, verses 8 t~
13 reveal the permanence of love. Even after the book of the Revelation has ~ee.
given to us we aren't to add or subtract anything from God's very wonderful dir
closure. There is still much in all the 66 books of the Bible that we know on Y
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was a professor who once asked the difference between a specialist and
He thoughtfully observed, ''Well, a specialist gets to know more and
t ~e~s and less, until he knows everything about nothing. A philosopher,
JcnadS less and less about more and more, until he knows nothing :;IDou~ every1he point is, we really don't know as we ought to. When that which is per~ doesn't mean in the first instance the Gospel or the Bible. It refers
~t ]<now ledge over against 0e imperfect kno.:'ledge about. everything we now
en that which is perfect is come" deals with our partial knowledge, which
fully revealed when we see the Savior face to face.

re r

1 The-6-6alovzian6 4 we. aJLe. taught about the. Raptu!te. at) the. ChWtc.h. Chwt
a. -6hou:t and the. de.ad in Chwt avid tho-6 e. which aJLe. ctl{,ve., a..tU.l> e. to me.e.t
Mllf the,/ go home to be w.Ll:h the Lo!td.
Vov.. He eome to meet Uh to take Uh
he.a.ve.n., oft do we. go to me.e.t Him M He. i-6 c.om-tvig bac.k. to the. e.a.JLth at Hi-6
ming?"
ass age actually reads, "The Lord Hi~elf shall descend from heaven with. a
th the voice of the ard1angel, and with the trwnp of God; and the dead in
all rise first: then we whim are alive and remain shall be caught up toth them in the clouds, to meet the Lord in the air; and so shall we ever
the Lord" (I Thess aloni ans 4: 16 , 17) • We believe that we are caught up as
comes down from His heavenly home and whim will ultimately be our abode.
in Oirist shall rise first and then we who are alive and remain
ians 15:51-58), shall be manged in a moment, in the twinkling of an eye.
be caught up to meet the Lord in the air and so shall we ever be with the
meet the Savior in the heavenlies. There are three heavens: the cloudy
, the starry firmament, and the throne of God whim is the third heaven.
t comes back to this earth we will return with Him. At that time the
Annageddon will be fought between the Antimrist and the Savior. It will
r for the forces of evil in a moment. Conditions will then be manged
and the Millennium will be ushered in-- -This doesn't mean that we will
d to this earth for a thousand years. We have a starry lllliverse as our
aygrmmd. So, between the time we meet the Lord in the air and the time
ack to this earth, there will at least be a seven-year period. There is
ousand-year millennial reign of Christ. After this will come the final
Gog and Magog, and finally this earth will be destroyed by fire after
new heaven and the new earth will be created.

~hua. 10:12-14 we. aJLe. told that the. -6W1 -6tood -6tiU. What doe.-6 tlii-6 me.an?
.in -6 c.hool the.y taught U-6 thd the. -6 W1 a.lway-6 -6tavid-6 -6lill while. the. e.a!Lth
dou .:the. tWl.Yl.ivig. "
s~re_your teamer told you that the sllll stood still? Actually, the sllll
g m its own orbit arolllld a common center in our Milky Way galactic
goes at a tremendous rate of speed. Never forget that the Bible is
all matters of science, while Scripture doesn't always speak in tedmical
a popular standpoint, it is as though the sun stands still. Actually,
was the earth and the moon that ceased revolving. This resulted in the
or~oshua to fight the battle. Scientists used to discredit this story
. ey avowed that if the earth stood still we would all go flying off
5 ;-:1~e the_gravitational pull of this globe is dependent on the speed of
i~t~ ~is. 'Ihen, these people discovered that the gravitational pull
ts n t ependent upon the speed of its rotation but rather upon the
dn, ~~s · . In essence, the earth could stand absolutely still permanently
akine ~n danger of falling off. From a practical standpoint, the Bible
in rt rom <: popular standpoint. 'Ihe earth stayed in its axis and the
s orbit around the earth. What happened is that God stayed the
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rotation of the earth on its axis and caused the moon to remain in its
Joshua won the battle. The same God who created the heavens certainly
this situation of the earth's standing still on its axis.

nse.ve.na.£ impoJLtant pnaye.n nequV->U I've nemembene.d oven many ye_CVL!:, Me.
not aYMwene.d. A6te.n -60 long a ;U,me_, I 6eel M i6 maybe I'm nagging God .
.otop M!Ging 6ofL the .came thing-6? 11
Q..

-6

A. Perhaps most of us have wondered at times why our prayers aren't answered
member that God's ways are past finding out. Certainly the Spirit of God
dwells within believers, knows the things we ought to pray for. He can ev~n
intercession in us and through us with groanings inaudible. It is better to
heart in prayer without words than words in prayer without heart! We don't
the same timetable as does the Lord. The whole proposition of prayer i sn't hi
much we can get out of God, but rather how much He can accomplish in us while
are praying. Did you know that your idea of ' 1nagging God' 1 is very scriptural
Isaiah 62: 6, 7 the prophet is quoting the Lord, ' 1 I have set watchmen upon my
0 Jerusalem. . . who shal1 never hold their peace, day nor night. I i This indi
that their prayer ministry wasn't to know any season or hour. They were told
11
Keep not silence, and give Him no rest, till He make Jerusalem a praise in
earth.
Never forget that the Lord wants to hear those petitions that weigh
heavily on our hearts.
11

Q.. ;'Thene' .o a pM.oage_ that tell.6 u.o about the .email and the gneat -6tancUng be:
God. Whene i-6 that 6ound, and doe.o the wand '.omaU' mean .omall c_hifdfLen Oft ,
duxd!Len c_ovened by the blood 06 the Lamb that Me unden age? My youngut d
WM .caved at age th!Lee and hM neven doubted hen .oalva;tlonj theJLe6one, I wand
about the q uU> tio ned '.o mall. ' When Me they !LU> po YMible?"

A. The wording is found in Acts 26:22 and Revelation 19:18 and 20:12. There
those who believe the reference has to do with the insignificant, unknown , unhonored, and unsung, as well as those in authority and of great importance.
the same time, there are those who use such words to denote small children.
believe the reference to 11 small and great" is to those who have come to the ag
accountability, regardless of their social or economic standing. No one knows
specifically what this age of accountability is. The range seems to run from
six to twelve. All children know enough between right and wrong to know that
they need someone to save them from sin.

1
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